Matrix Backsack

This classic drawstring bag with contrast colour panels is ideal for teams and schools. Check out the additional design feature of zippered storage mesh pockets ideal for storing wet gear.

1: 210D polyester
2: Drawstring closure
3: Front zippered storage pocket features mesh panels
4: Draw cords for use as over shoulder or backpack style carrying
5: Contrast zipper, reflective piping, corner panels and cord tunnel
6: Reinforced eyelets at base

COLOURWAYS

BLACK  LIME   MAROON  NAVY   RED    ROYAL   SILVER
Matrix Backsack

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL
210D polyester / mesh

SIZE
35.5cm W x 47.5cm H

CAPACITY
2 litres

DECORATION TYPES
Embroidery, Supacolour, Supasub, Supaetch, Screenprint

DECORATION AREAS
Embroidery/Supasub/Supaetch areas
Centre Front: 95mm diameter
Supacolour/Screenprint areas
Centre Front: 120mm w x 200mm h

DESCRIPTION
• 210D polyester
• Drawstring closure
• Front zippered storage pocket features mesh panels
• Draw cords for use as over shoulder or backpack style carrying
• Contrast zipper, reflective piping, corner panels and cord tunnel
• Reinforced eyelets at base

COLOURWAYS
Black, Bottle, Lime, Maroon, Navy, Red, Royal, Silver

PACKAGING
Each bag packed in an individual poly bag with a silica gel sachet.

CARTON QUANTITY
200 pieces

CARTON MEASUREMENTS
38cm W x 38cm H x 52cm L

CARTON WEIGHT
17kg

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only.
We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.